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some time. Then, when all strangers had left the throne-
room he left, escorted by some of his airmen, for the
banqueting hall, where a great meat feast, or gebir, had
been prepared for five thousand soldiers, high and low.
The object of all gebirs is to keep the monarch in touch
with his fighting-men. Foreigners are excluded, because the
Press had described these occasions as uncivilised, and the
Emperor was particularly sensitive when the word civilisa-
tion was used. The Emperor on this day discarded the
veil which usually covered his high table. His guards and
he were exposed, poised above the feast. The rest of the
soldiers kept their spears and rifles by their sides and their
swords fast by the right hip. All ate a huge meal and
drank copious draughts of tej (mead), served at the high
table in European decanters, at the lower benches in more
generous if cruder receptacles.
The Homeric atmosphere thickened with the entry of
whole oxen and sheep which were conveyed round the
table raw, on poles. Choice slivers were hacked off by the
warriors, and while one end was put into the mouth, the
rest was released by an upward cut of the knife, missing
the nose by a margin whose width varied with the hench-
man's fuddlement. Tej was drunk until the warrior felt
in a fit state tq boast of his warlike achievements, which
was done standing up if possible.
Boasting was curtailed at the Emperor's last birthday in
Addis. Haile Selassie had recognised that the superiority
complex of the Ethiopian was the most serious military
problem that he had to face.
Behind him in the darkness gleamed the gold and silver
threads of a portrait of Menelik, sprawling moodily in his
chair, holding in his fist the thick stick that he always
carried. There was a tradition to be broken ; a tradition
which bound Ethiopia together.
We saw him once again in the throne-room, in the
middle of August. The Three-Power negotiations on the
1906 Treaty were about to open in Paris : the Emperor
and his advisers, determined to keep the dispute before
the League, had prepared a statement of his policy showing
the Three Powers how far they could conspire together to
save the League's face. His advisers wrote :
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